A condition on subsets of a Banach space E is introduced, intermediate to those of norm and linear boundedness, which depends in an essential way on the topological as well as the linear structure of E. It is shown that this notion, called conical boundedness, is a strictly weaker notion than that of boundedness in some Banach spaces (including infinite dimensional reflexive spaces and infinite dimensional Banach spaces with separable duals) and coincides with that of boundedness in others (including A and all finite dimensional spaces). After a discussion of some of the consequences of the condition of conical boundedness and a result on general structure of convex sets in reflexive spaces in terms of this notion, a construction is given which is valid in any nonreflexive Banach space and which yields two characterizations of reflexive Banach spaces. The first is in terms of (the nonexistence of) certain nonconically bounded convex sets, and the other descibes nonreflexive spaces via the restriction of any nonzero continuous linear functional to the unit balls of equivalent norms.
This latter result was first proved by Klee although his proof differs significantly from ours.
Since the notions of weak and norm boundedness in a Banach space coincide (and coincide with that of weak* boundedness if it is a dual Banach space) these seemingly disparate notions give, in fact, only one handle on the size of a set in such a space. Moreover since the condition of linear boundedness fails to take the topological structure into account, conical boundedness provides a proper topological linear space relaxation of boundedness.
I am very much indebted to Professor Z. Zielezny for many stimulating conversations on the subject of this paper. (In particular a specific example of his contained the ideas involved in the proof of Proposition 13.) I also wish to thank Professor V. Drobot who was instrumental in the development of Proposition 7, and the referee for many helpful suggestions and especially for his "cleaning up" the construction.
We begin with a definition of conical boundedness. When a; = 0we will henceforth write K(C) in place of K 0 (C).
The first result concerns the role of the vertex x of the cones in Definition 1.
2* PROPOSITION. A set D is conically bounded at one point if and only if it is conically bounded at any other point. Hence D is conically bounded if and only if it is conically bounded at 0.
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to show that if D is conically bounded at 0 then it is conically bounded at x Φ 0. This will be accomplished by proving that whenever C e^ (x) there is a set d e ΐf (0) First of all suppose that B is c Q or l p , 1 < p < oo. If C e assume that K{C) ΓΊ D = {ne n : neA} and that A is infinite, For each neA choose any positive number d n for which d n ,e n e C (so that {d n : neA} is bounded). Since {e % }~= 1 converges in the weak topology on B to 0 so does {d n e n } neA and hence OeC. From this contradiction we conclude that K(C) Π D is finite and hence D is an unbounded, conically bounded set in c Q and l p , 1 < p < <χ>.
If B = ?! then D c ίΓ(C) where Ce < §f (0) is the set C = {(»<) e ϊi %i ^ 0 for each i and Σ?=i % -1} Hence JD is not conically bounded as a subset of l t . (See Proposition 7 and the discussion following it.)
Among the operations which preserve bounded sets, many also preserve conically bounded ones although there are some important differences. (See Example 6). The next Proposition gives several such properties as well as an elementary but useful criterion on sets equivalent to that of conical boundedness. We will first need some notation. 6* EXAMPLE. The hypotheses of Proposition 5, part (g) are not superfluous as the following example (of a conically bounded set whose convex hull is not conically bounded) demonstrates.
Let B be the Banach space c 0 and for n = 1, 2 let e n e c 0 denote the n th unit vector (as in the previous Example 3). Then the set D -{n(e x ± ne n ); n = 1, 2 •} is conically bounded. In fact if 0 Φ f = (f t ) G JS^ = Co* and ε > 0, clearly {n: (1 + n)" ι f(e 1 ± ne n ) ^ ε} is finite since lim^ /< = 0. From n{e ι ± ne^)\\\n{e γ ± ne n )\\ = (1 + n)~1(e 1 ± ne n ) we conclude that there are only finitely many n for which either n(e x + ne n ) or n(e t -ne n ) belongs to K(f; ε). It follows from Proposition 5 part (h) that D is conically bounded. On the other hand Ij2[n{e ι + ne n )\ + Il2[n{e ί -ne n )] = ne t G K^e,}) so that conv (D) is not conically bounded.
We come now to a characterization of those Banach spaces in which each conically bounded set is bounded, Proof, not (b) ==> not (a); If there is a sequence {x n } which converges weakly to x and yet for each n we have 11 x n -x \ | > δ for some δ > 0 then taking y n = \\x n -α ll"
1^ -x), the sequence {y n } converges weakly to 0 and each y n has norm one. For any positive ε and nonzero f eB* certainly ny n e K(f; ε) implies that y n e C(f; ε) and this can happen for at most finitely many n by choice of the sequence {y n }. Thus {ny n } Π K(f; ε) is finite (hence bounded) and {ny n } is thus an unbounded, conically bounded set.
not (a)=*not (b): If there is a conically bounded but unbounded set in B, it contains a countable conically bounded subset {%}~= ι with \\x n \\^:n, for each n. Thus {x n } Π K(f; ε) must be finite for each ε > 0 and / e £*, / Φ 0, so that /(||x n H^O < ε for all but finitely many n. That is,, for each feB* we, have limL&\xpf(\\x n \\~1x % )..<L-Q and hence {lla^H" 1^}^! converges weakly to 0. Since each point of this sequence has norm one, the proof is complete.
From Proposition 7 it follows that in finite dimensional spaces and in l t (see for example [2, Cor. 2, p. 33] ) every conically bounded set is bounded, while every Banach space which has an infinite dimensional subspace with separable dual (and hence each infinite dimensional reflexive space) contains an unbounded, conically bounded subset.
The next result (and Corollary) provide a simple but descriptive restriction on the convex subsets of reflexive spaces. Proof. If W is conically bounded then by Proposition 5, part (f) so is its closure, e\(W). But it is evident that no set containing a ray can be conically bounded, so in fact cl(W) contains no rays. The converse follows from Proposition 9, and from Proposition 5 part (a).
PROPOSITION. Let E be a reflexive Banach space and W c E a closed convex set which contains no {infinite) rays. Then W is
Proposition 8 shows that, in particular, if W is any linearly bounded convex body which is symmetric about 0 in a reflexive Banach space E then W is conically bounded. (By 'convex body' we mean * closed convex set with nonempty interior'.) Such sets are the unit balls of continuous norms on E, and the construction presented below shows that no such statement is possible for nonreflexive Banach spaces. In fact, we will prove somewhat more. (See [7, p 1, p. 17, p. 23, and Th. 3.1, p. 20] for details. 11* The construction* Let B be a nonreflexive Banach space and QφfeB*.
Note that / -1 (0), being of codimension one in B, must itself be nonreflexive. It follows from a result of Pelczynski [5, Th. 2, p. 374] Turning now to our second characterization of reflexive Banach spaces, recall that Bishop and Phelps [1] proved that for any Banach space B, the collection of elements of 2?* which attain their norm is a norm dense subset of I?*, while James [3] It is easy to check that || || is an equivalent norm on B and that 11 &o 11 = 11/II =/(#o) = 1. Define (^)Γ=i, (fi)T=o> 9 and p as in Construction 11, and note that p(x 0 + x k ) = kr 1 and \\x 0 + x k \\ -1 (since n(x k ) <L lfor&^l).
Let |||α;||| = p(x) + '\\x\\«-Then ]|| ||| is an equivalent norm for B and we now show that / does not attain its 111 111 norm. If 111 x | (| g 1 then ||a|| < 1 and hence \f{x) | < 1. But for k :> 1 we have 1 ^f(x o + x k ) and It follows that |||/||| = 1, which completes the proof. 14* REMARKS. (1) . A notion bearing some resemblance to conical boundedness has been implicit in some work of Phelps [6] His condition and ours are quite different, though, since he only requires boundedness in the direction of some K(f; ε) while we require boundedness in the direction of each K(f; e) (2) . The definition of conical boundedness evidently carries over without change to general topological vector spaces, and thus a spectrum of problems are immediately raised.
